The recently published paper by Yang and colleagues on the comparison of frequently used severity-assessment scores in patients with hypertriglyceridemia-induced acute pancreatitis (HP) provided important information and represented the largest cohort with such focus in this population [1] . We would like to point out several issues that potentially complicated the interpretation of the results presented by the authors.
The recently published paper by Yang and colleagues on the comparison of frequently used severity-assessment scores in patients with hypertriglyceridemia-induced acute pancreatitis (HP) provided important information and represented the largest cohort with such focus in this population [1] . We would like to point out several issues that potentially complicated the interpretation of the results presented by the authors.
Our primary concern is that one of the outcomes (severity of HP) was defined by the scores calculated (Ranson, APACHE II, BISAP, and MCTSI scores). The authors then tested each individual score's performance in predicting the outcome. Such an assessment introduced incorporation bias, which occurs when components of an index test also are incorporated in the outcome. Incorporation bias is expected to overestimate test accuracy [2] . A similar issue existed when utilizing the MCTSI score to predict local complications, as both are evaluated by contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CECT). In fact, several findings accounted in MCTSI score were used to define local complications, such as peripancreatic fluid collection and pleural effusion [3] . Of note, the study primarily aimed to compare the results and prediction values of the four scoring systems, for which the methodology applied was adequate. However, for a more precise evaluation of the clinical course of HP, more objective information such as length of stay, readmission rate, and mortality would expectedly serve better as primary endpoints.
One potential limitation of directly applying the existing scoring systems for acute pancreatitis to HP is the lack of consideration for concurrent diabetic ketoacidosis, which is highly prevalent in this population. As Quintanilla-Flores et al. demonstrated in their cohort of 55 HP cases, 14.5% patients (8 cases) had concurrent DKA [4] . On the other hand, in the setting of DKA, hypertriglyceridemia represents 36.4% [5] of acute pancreatitis episodes, significantly higher than the 1 to 4% prevalence in the non-DKA population [5, 6] . The triad of hypertriglyceridemia, acute pancreatitis, and DKA was referred as an "enigmatic triad" by Nair and Pitchumoni to describe the complicated pathophysiology [7] . In the setting of DKA, severity scores can be increased by the following factors: the Ranson score is increased by elevated glucose, base deficit, and fluid sequestration; and, the APACHE II score is increased by low arterial pH. In prior studies, Ranson and APACHE II scores were significantly higher among patients with concurrent DKA, while no difference in clinical course (hospitalization length, delay in PO intake, duration of intravenous insulin infusion) was identified between the two groups [4] . This discrepancy suggested the necessity of designing a scoring system that incorporates the potential presence and influence of DKA, as well as the dynamic clinical response of individual patients.
According to the Revised Atlanta Classification of Acute Pancreatitis [8] , moderate-severe acute pancreatitis (MSAP) and severe acute pancreatitis (SAP) are defined based on the presence of transient or persistent organ failure [8] . Therefore, the two existing systems that evaluate organ function might be better poised to determine the severity of HP are the Marshall score and the sequential organ failure assessment (SOFA) score [9, 10] .
In conclusion, we congratulate Yang and colleagues on their study, which provided valuable information in regard to frequently used scoring systems to determine the severity of HP. However, concerns of incorporation bias and the lack of consideration of diabetic ketoacidosis in existing scoring systems complicated the interpretation of their findings. Therefore, we propose that it is necessary to design a HPspecific scoring system to better characterize and predict the clinical courses and outcomes of HP.
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